Discovering interaction between oaks and carabid beetles on a local scale by point pattern analysis
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The understanding of habitat demands of single species needs an explicit habitat element approach which includes both the effect of intensity of the habitat element on the species population and the spatial effect of that habitat element in a given matrix (e.g., forest or water). An established tool in ecological research for this purpose is the point pattern analysis, which yields information on relationships between organisms and habitat elements, as well as on interactions among individuals. However, the application of this tool seems to be restricted so far to locally fixed species and habitat elements. As our model system consists of carabid beetles and single old oak trees in a Scots pine forest, we needed to address the issue of fauna mobility in point pattern analysis. We adopted a random field approach to transform the lattice beetle traps data to point data. For the resulting bivariate point pattern we applied the toroidal shift test to verify the independence of tree and beetle distribution. To overcome the problem of irregular window shape, we reconstructed the oak data to obtain a point pattern in a larger rectangular window to make toroidal shifts possible. We could justify a positive spatial association between oak tree and carabid beetle distributions. By our results, specific spatial fields of oak influence on the beetle species can be derived which may allow for beetles supporting management measures like an increase of oak tree proportion and a more regular spatial distribution of single admixed oak trees. Those measures may increase the ecological effect of C. coriaceus as an antagonist for pest insects in mono-cultured Scots pine forests.
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Introduction

Carabid beetles are often used as indicator species to assess the effects of environmental changes on insect populations arising from human impact (Theile 1977, Werner & Raffa 2000, Lange et al. 2014, Negro et al. 2014). A fairly recent aim of forest management is to protect these beetles and take advantage of the ecosystem services they provide, e.g., as predators to various forest pests (Wainhouse 2005). However, similarly to butterflies or birds (Khanaposhitani et al. 2015), the effective protection and conservation of carabid beetles requires a thorough understanding of their habitat demands. The importance of structural forest variables (e.g., amount of dead wood, number of tree species present, percentage canopy cover and leaf-litter depth) for the carabid species assemblage has been demonstrated (Fuller 2008). Likewise, the abundance of particular species was affected by coarse wood debris cover or volume, herb cover, and the standard deviation of tree diameter in beech forests (Negro et al. 2014).

The link of species to defined environmental conditions is at the heart of the habitat concept (Southwood 1977). In this context, “habitat” cannot solely be described by abiotic conditions, e.g., soil moisture or slope (Harms et al. 2001). Habitats also consist of biotic resources, e.g., coarse woody debris or tree hollows (McComb 2008).

Species are linked to essential parts of a habitat, which may include both abiotic as well as biotic components (Tews et al. 2004, Ohsawa 2007). According to McComb (2008) we should apply the term “habitat elements” to biotic components to account best for a species-related substructure within habitats. An “interspecific spatial association” occurs for example when individuals of a particular tree species serve as habitat elements for an animal species. These species associations may serve as a starting point for the analysis of biotic interactions such as competition, mutualism and predation.

For both aforementioned interspecific spatial relationships (i.e., link of species to habitat elements and link between species), the analysis of spatial point patterns has turned out to be highly valuable for the detection and description of a given spatial relationship (Zavala-Hurtado et al. 2000). Spatial point patterns of any kind of specified subjects (e.g., rocks, trees) may exhibit spatial dependence in themselves, e.g., inhibition or facilitation leading to spatial autocorrelation. Inferential statistics for bivariate point patterns tries to detect dependencies between two types of points. Ecologists have studied this kind of
In this paper we describe (i) an approach to transform random field data of mobile organisms into point patterns, and (ii) present a method to overcome the problem caused by non-rectangular windows in the toroidal shift test. We replace the random field values by point patterns in the cells and (re)construct larger point patterns in a rectangle containing the original window. The result is a bivariate point pattern in the polygon and a univariate point pattern in the surrounding rectangle. This permits application of the toroidal shift test. We applied this approach to the case of carabid beetles (random field data) and oak trees (point pattern). The aim of this study was to test the hypothesis of independence of oak and beetle distribution to gain further insight to the beetle’s habitat demands. The null hypotheses was the independence of oak and beetle distribution. By this, the study is a case study and the system of beetles and oaks in pine stands serves as a model.

Carabus coriaceus was chosen as the target species as former investigations described this species as relying on deciduous forests (Turin et al. 2003). By this, the hypothesis of a demand on deciduous oak trees by the beetles is derived reasonably. The females of C. coriaceus have a lower locomotive activity than males and their motivation to find suitable oviposition sites gives further indication to a link to single oaks in pine forests (Hawes et al. 2002, Luff 2003). As beetle species and even gender of the species behave differently, any result would have been blurred when data from different gender would have been lumped together.

**Material and methods**

**Study site**

The study was established in a homogeneous Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) stand with single-tree admixtures of 25 sessile oak (Quercus petraea Matt. Liebl.) trees randomly scattered throughout the stand. The stand is located at geographical coordinates 51° 47′ 09.69″ N, 13° 34′ 00.32″ E (Tab. 1). The sessile oak trees (hereafter referred to as oaks) in the stand were considered important habitat elements as they were the only deciduous trees in the otherwise pure coniferous stand. The oaks were stem-mapped and their dbh (diameter at breast height) measured. As the stand was predominantly a pure stand of Scots pine, this species, though considered ecologically important as well, was regarded as noise in this study. The shape of the stand was irregular (Fig. 1) due to the management history, in which the neighboring stands were treated differentially.

To collect the carabid beetles (Carabus coriaceus L.), a total of 123 modified live-capture pitfall traps of a type described in Luff (1993) but without catch liquid and lure, were placed in a 15 × 15 m grid over the whole study area (2,8263 ha – Fig. 1). However, the Scots pine trees hindered a perfect rectangular positioning of the traps as the distance between trap and tree was kept to a minimum of 1 m. The target grid width of 15 m was chosen to combine an optimal grid width for sampling large carabid beetles (according to Müller 1984, the trap distance should be 10 to 15 m) with an acceptable workload for monitoring the traps.

To combine the spatial distribution of carabid beetles with their species-specific properties, we recorded the gender (male vs female) as well as the stage of development (imagines vs larvae). In this paper, only the results for the females were analyzed. Once caught and marked, individuals were placed back (capture-recapture method) into the forest 2 meters beside the trap where the beetle was first caught. Sampling periods were July-November 2010, April-December 2011 and January-May 2012. The numbers of beetles in the defined periods of time were low which would induce additional variation. Thus, the data were pooled to enhance the characteristic spatial distribution pattern and to disregard temporal variations (Fig. 2).

**Transformation of random field data to point data**

For analyzing the relationship between beetle density and oak positions we used the approach described in Illian et al. (2008) for the analysis of correlation between a random field and a point process. The key idea is to transform the random field data into point process data and then to study a bivariate point pattern. A rectangular cell of 15 × 15 m was placed at each grid point so that the grid point (i.e., the pitfall trap) was in the center. The number of beetles caught by a trap was assigned to its cell, which was considered as the catchment area of its trap. Then we generated independently random beetle point patterns within the cells, where the points in each cell were uniformly random as in a homogeneous Poisson point process. The number n of beetle points per cell was taken proportional to the number of beetles caught. To determine the value of n for single cells, a scaling factor was used to obtain the final number of beetles in each cell.

**Tab. 1** Stand characteristics of the Scots pine forest where the investigation took place. The entire stand area is 28263.53 m². The mean annual precipitation amounts to 546 mm, elevation is 64 m a.s.l., and mean annual temperature is 9.4 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scots pine</th>
<th>Sessile oak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age [years]</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>70-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number</td>
<td>2455</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean dbh [cm]</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean height [m]</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean height of lowest living branch [m]</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean crown length [m]</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean crown radius [m]</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Statistical analysis of point patterns

After the transformation of the trap data to point data, we had 2 point patterns in the same window, i.e., a bivariate point pattern with 1 = beetle and 2 = oak. Our aim was to analyze the relationship between the two point patterns of the tree species (Quercus petraea) and the beetle species (Carabus coriaceus) by standard methods of point process statistics. Following Illian et al. (2008), we described the spatial correlation by means of the partial or cross-pair correlation function \( g_{s}(r) \). Since our window of observation was not rectangular (Fig. 1), we used the special estimators offered by R for estimating this function, with a bandwidth of 1 m.

If the cross-pair correlation function obviously deviates from the line of “complete spatial randomness”, we should test the hypothesis of independence or “no association”.

If the hypothesis of independence is rejected, a “proof” of spatial correlation between the two point patterns and, consequently, between the random field and point process is obtained and the function \( g_{s}(r) \) presents valid information. In this test, we assumed that the two point patterns were the result of a superposition of two independent patterns, which means in our case that the positions of the beetles were independent of the oak trees. The test used here was the toroidal shift test (Illian et al. 2008, Wiegand & Moloney 2014). This test is a simulation test, which compares the empirical \( L_{b} \) function with \( L_{s} \) functions belonging to newly-simulated bivariate patterns. While in the reference publications the test is based on the \( L_{b} \) function, it is here carried out using the \( g_{s} \) function. Using the \( g_{s} \) function does not change the principle of the test.

The newly simulated patterns are obtained as follows: the 1-points are fixed, while the new 2-points (i.e., the oaks) result from random shifting of all points using the same random vector (Illian et al. 2008, Wiegand & Moloney 2014). Points which are shifted by this operation beyond the edge of the window are wrapped back onto the opposite edge; therefore the word “toroidal” is used. This procedure can be applied rigorously only if the window is rectangular.

In this way, a number \( s \) of simulated bivariate point patterns are generated and the corresponding \( g_{s} \) functions determined. The extremes of these associated \( g_{s} \) functions lead to envelopes that include the strip of deviation from the empirical \( g_{s} \) function which are acceptable if the independence hypothesis is true. If the empirical \( g_{s} \) function extends beyond this strip and crosses one of the envelopes, the independence hypothesis is rejected. Clearly, the number of simulations \( s \) controls the error of first kind of the test. The number of simulations we applied was \( s = 99 \).

All computations were performed using the software package “spatstat” in R version 3.0.1 (Baddeley & Turner 2005).

Reconstruction of the pattern of 2-points in a larger rectangular window

For the toroidal shift null model a rectangular window is necessary. However, our window (Fig. 1) has an irregular shape and is clearly not rectangular. Therefore, we extended the pattern of 2-points (i.e., the oaks) from the inner original window to a larger rectangle surrounding the original window (Fig. 3). The extension was carried out by the method of reconstruction of point patterns developed by Stoyan & Stoyan (2006), also described in Illian et al. (2008). In the given situation, a conditional approach was used where the points in the original window \( W \) (the dashed line dis-
played in Fig. 3) were fixed, while new points were constructed in the rectangle outside W. We denoted the complementary set “rectangle excluding W” by \( R' \).

In the toroidal shift test only the pattern of 2-points (i.e., the oaks) is shifted. Therefore, we extended the pattern of oaks to the larger rectangle, while the pattern of beetles was not extended. The correlation statistics for 1- and 2-points was only made in the original irregular window. This means that the shifted 2-points which fall randomly outside the original window were ignored.

The parameters of the algorithm are described in Illian et al. (2008). Only those parameters of the algorithm specially chosen in our study are described below.

The aim of the reconstruction algorithm was to obtain random points in \( R' \) that followed statistical rules similar to those of the points in \( W' \), both within \( W' \).

The number \( n_s \) of 2-points in \( R' \) is fixed as (eqn. 1):

\[
n_s = \lambda_s A(R')
\]

and rounded to integers, where \( \lambda_s \) is the density of 2-points in \( W' \) and \( A(R') \) the area of \( R' \). The algorithm starts with \( n_s \) points uniformly and independently distributed in \( R' \). It uses a “deviation-energy” which is minimized during the algorithm. The energy of the 2-point pattern \( N_s \), in the \( k \)-th step of reconstruction was calculated after Illian et al. (2008) as follows (eqn. 2):

\[
E(\lambda_s) = \int_0^R \left[ L(r) - L_s^{(K)} \right]^2 dr + \int_0^R \left[ H(r) - H_s^{(K)} \right]^2 dr
\]

where \( L(r) \) is the L-function estimate (with translation correction) for the 2-pattern and \( L_s^{(K)} \) its counterpart for \( N_s \) and \( H(r) \) the spherical contact function estimate (Chiu-Stoyan estimator – see Illian et al. 2008) and \( H_s^{(K)} \) its counterpart for \( N_s \) and (eqn. 3):

\[
R_s = \min \left( \frac{10^\frac{1}{2}}{\pi \lambda_s^{\frac{1}{2}}} \right)
\]

and (eqn. 4):

\[
R_s = \min \left( \frac{\log(10^\frac{1}{2})}{\pi \lambda_s^{\frac{1}{2}}} \right)
\]

The integrals in eqn. 2 were approximated by finite sums of 100 summands.

In the case of reconstruction we carried out the toroidal shift test as follows. The 1-points in \( W' \) were fixed; the 2-points lay in the large rectangle and were randomly shifted with toroidal correction; those of the shifted 2-points which fell into \( W' \) were then used to calculate \( g_s(r) \).

**Results**

**Descriptive statistics**

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show a weak spatial attraction of the beetles to the oaks, though the range of this correlation may be difficult to determine. The spatial distribution of the oak trees was not investigated intensively for as the number of oaks (25) was too small to apply ambitious statistics. However, part of the trees were positioned far away from the next beetle, with the beetle density of beetles are clearly identifiable, as well as those of high density, with the beetle positions restricted within quadratic cells. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows the result of the reconstruction of 2-points. The larger point pattern of 2-points was reconstructed from the original pattern of 25 oaks within the original window \( W' \) plus 11 oaks outside the window \( W' \) but within the rectangle, i.e., within \( R' \). The rectangle area was 40253.6 m².

**Transformation of random field data to point data and reconstruction**

An example of a simulated beetle distribution map is given in Fig. 3, where the scaling factor is 10. Sub-areas with null density of beetles are clearly identifiable, as well as those of high density, with the beetle positions restricted within quadratic cells. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows the result of the reconstruction of 2-points. The larger point pattern of 2-points was reconstructed from the original pattern of 25 oaks within the original window \( W' \) plus 11 oaks outside the window \( W' \) but within the rectangle, i.e., within \( R' \). The rectangle area was 40253.6 m².

**Analysis of interspecific spatial interaction**

The partial pair correlation function \( g_s(r) \) was estimated for the bivariate point patterns obtained by transforming the random-field data of 1-points in the original window. Fig. 4 shows the results for 10 variants of snapshots, with 1–2 beetles and
2 = oaks. All the curves are quite similar and confirm that there was a positive association between beetles and oaks, with a range of correlation of about 8 meters.

Fig. 5 shows that the correlation between beetles and oaks is significant. It shows the graph of the $g_{BC}(r)$ function based on one of the 10 simulations shown in Fig. 4. In addition, the two envelopes obtained by 99 toroidal shifts and the critical strip between are shown. The envelopes result from 99 computations based on the fixed 1-points and the corresponding toroidal shift 2-points which lie within the original window. Since the $g_{BC}(r)$ function leaves the critical area between the two envelopes, we concluded that the correlation is significant. The same result was also observed for the other nine simulations. Both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show a positive association between oaks and beetles at a distance up to 8 m, i.e., up to a distance of 8 m beetles were more often encountered than would be expected in the case of independence of oaks and beetles.

**Discussion and conclusions**

In this study we found a positive association between the two point patterns of female C. coriaceus beetles and oaks. As we have considered an ecologically asymmetric bivariate point pattern with the beetle occurrence being controlled by the oaks, we may conclude that beetles are attracted by oak trees, because up to a distance of 8 meters from oaks beetles are more often encountered than expected by chance alone. Moreover, a clear decreasing gradient of beetle occurrence with increasing distance from the oaks was observed (Fig. 4, Fig. 5). Thus, specific fields of oak influence on the beetle species can be derived, which may allow for beetles supporting management measures (Saetre & Bååth 2000, Koch Widerberg et al. 2012). Due to the small area influenced by oak trees (crown projection area and litter distribution zone) and the relative large body size of C. coriaceus, the density of individuals (i.e., females) in this forest ecosystems is fairly limited ($n = 45$). Similarly, Kádár et al. (2015) captured 57 females of C. coriaceus in 2.5 ha over three years in an open apple orchard. Considering the trap number and days, the number of captured beetles per trap per day was 0.006 in the aforementioned study, whereas in our case was 0.001.

The results obtained in this study may support forest management activities aimed at increasing the population density of beetles by increasing the oak tree proportion and setting a more regular spatial distribution of single admixed oaks trees. Likewise, Straetz et al. (2009) investigated the spatial distribution of coarse deadwood to support land molluscs population in forests.

Our findings may also help a better understanding of the reasons underlying the attractiveness of oaks to female beetles. Indeed, previous research carried out in the same Scots pine forest reported that the leaf litter of oak trees does not extend beyond a distance of 15 meters from the oak stem (Schua et al. 2007, Wehnert et al. 2010, Wagner et al. 2011). Thus, an association of the beetles to oaks, in general, may actually reflect the association of beetles to the oak litter (Koivula et al. 1999).

Our study was based on three simulation steps: (i) simulation in the transition from random-field data to point pattern data; (ii) simulation in the reconstruction algorithm; and (iii) simulation in the toroidal shift test. The first two steps could find wide application in ecology. Indeed, ecologists are often confronted with random-field data in the context of mobile objects (as in our study) or coverage data (as in Ilian et al. 2008). In such case, it is appropriate to replace random-field patterns by point patterns. We applied a snapshot-technique here, which may be refined by spatial interpolation (e.g., kriging – Trematerra et al. 2004). However, the chosen size of the cells in our investigation (15 x 15 m) seems to be small enough to appropriately sample spatial gradients of beetles activity and density.

In many applications in ecology, the windows of observation are not rectangular, since there are constrains due to natural edges that define such windows. The restriction of statistical analyses to rectangles inside the original irregular window often results in a considerable loss of inform...
mation. While the estimation of summary characteristics can conveniently be carried out with point-process software, rectangular windows are essential for the important toroidal shift test. The reconstruction approach presented here may overcome this problem. However, the approach used in this study (i.e., to replace random-field data by point pattern data and to apply methods of point process statistics in a correlation analysis of point pattern and field data) is not the only option. One can also replace the point pattern by a field (where each pixel is affected by some impulse after which all impulses are added) so that methods of random-field statistics (geostatistics) can be used. The choice of the approach is perhaps a question of preference.

Some prerequisites are necessary in the application of point pattern statistics to data from traps such as in this investigation, regarding (i) trap density, (ii) trap spacing and (iii) trap-to-tree ratio. The same issues are also of concern in the “inverse modeling” sensu Clark et al. (1999) and thus we may benefit from comparisons with that kind of research here. “The [inverse modeling] approach uses the spatial pattern of seed recovered from seed traps and adult trees to statistically estimate the seed shadow” (Clark et al. 1999).

(i) A total trap number of 123 may be regarded as high. However, 91 of these traps did not catch any Carabus coriaceus female. Obviously, the number of traps must be in accordance with the density of the female beetles. This requires some a priori ecological knowledge. In inverse modeling, Clark et al. (1999) were the first to stress that data availability for seed dispersal for many species may be limited, e.g., not enough seed traps in a sample to fit a function properly, or that data quality may vary substantially since this strongly depends on seed trap number.

(ii) The spacing of the traps should be regular to some extent, as the simulation was built on squares of equal size for each trap; different quadrat sizes would need some justification. Likewise, for inverse modeling of wind-dispersed seeds, Stoyan & Wagner (2001) concluded that “a regular distribution of the traps might be optimal” referring to regular distances from the traps to a seed bearing tree.

(iii) Finally, the number of traps in relation to the number of trees should be as high as to obtain an appropriate spatial resolution of beetle positions in relation to different oaks. Accuracy of the estimates will suffer severely when this ratio shifts due to much higher oak numbers as the allocation of beetles to particular oaks will be more difficult. Wagner et al. (2004) have documented the inadequacy of small trap-to-tree ratios when ambitious seed dispersal models were to be parameterized by inverse modeling. These experiences stress the importance of a careful selection of the experimental site in terms of the number and spatial pattern of habitat elements: few, heterogeneously scattered habitat elements are clearly to be preferred.

A habitat element considered positive, relevant or essential to a species population will cause a significantly increasing effect on the species intensity as compared with a habitat where this element is missing. The species-intensity effect of the habitat element should be spatially correlated to the element, either to be observed in the element itself, as in sunspots in the distribution of the speckled wood butterfly (Pararge aegeria L. – Davies 1978), or in the vicinity to the element, as in coarse wooden debris and snails (Straitz et al. 2009). However, much research regarding the link between a habitat element and species intensity has been undertaken by relying on only two factor levels: presence or absence, e.g., butterflies within and outside a canopy gap (Houllhan et al. 2010). Beetles close to or far away from old oaks (Ohsawa 2007), or spiders at pine trees or away from pine trees (Ziesche & Roth 2013). The latter kind of testing would best fit those effects which are exclusively located in the habitat element itself. However this kind of testing would underestimate the overall effect of habitat elements for those effects which spread into the surrounding, i.e., into the matrix. The latter is due to the fact that specimens in the vicinity of the habitat element are allocated to the surroundings and not to the habitat element itself in a “presence or absence” testing. This applies especially in mobile species like beetles.

Additionally, we may be interested in the gradient of the effect beginning at the habitat element and decreasing or increasing with distance (Janzen 1970, Connell 1971). This could be of special interest when implementing management measures to increase biodiversity of particular species on a given area. Forest science increasingly attempts to develop strategies which integrate the conservation of biodiversity in forest management concepts (Yamaura et al. 2012, Wagner et al. 2013). At a species level, those concepts are often founded on habitat elements (McComb 2008, Kraus & Krumm 2013), their availability and spatial arrangement. To increase the ecological effect of C. coriaceus as an antagonist for pest insects in mono-cultured Scots pine forests, the following beneficial objectives should be pursued: (i) to support the vitality and growth dimension of oak trees; (ii) to increase their overall proportion within these forests, and (iii) to reduce the distances between single oak trees (Murcia 1995, Koivula et al. 1999).

In general, the available information on species’ demands in terms of amount and pattern of habitat elements is often insufficient. The method proposed here enables both to establish an intensity effect of a habitat element on a mobile species population and to describe a gradient of this effect into the surrounding matrix of Scots pine forest.
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